2. Condemning the interference of

Rogers in the appointment of tutors
and opposition to plans and approving approval

of the faculty's report of 15. Aug. 1815.

(following copy)

3. Approving of discipline & there

there was nothing in "Sir Wm." Complain

the further consideration

of the subject he said friends,

Moore said he had no time

to consider the subject that he had to for his

pleas for his Circuit & also was to send

a mail to the meeting. The Court

that the whole be left to a special Court

Consisting of Moore, Bryan & myself to make

upon the. This motion was adopted by

Bryan & carried.

Although this Committee never reported the

subject remain on the table, the only

inference will be that it was

by the prosecutor have been regarded by himself,

blamor & unworthy of notice. — But

more of all this then —

After taking a more severe thought of this

whole affair I am inclined to believe that you are

magnifying it too much giving too much importance

to scandal. All this I am writing in order to protect